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Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority
Regular Board Meeting
MINUTES
Meeting Date:

Tuesday, May 4, 2021

Time:

Regular Session - 4:00 PM

Location:

Zoom Meeting

Attendance
Board Members:

Aldo DiCarlo – Chair
Marc Bondy
Hilda MacDonald
Gary McNamara
Leo Meloche
Gary Kaschak – Vice Chair
Kieran McKenzie
Jim Morrison
Ed Sleiman
EWSWA Staff:
Michelle Bishop
Cathy Copot-Nepszy
Tom Marentette
Teresa Policella
City of Windsor Staff: Anne Marie Albidone
Tony Ardovini
Dwayne Dawson
Natasha Gabbana
Stacey McGuire
Karina Richters
Tracy Beadow
Jake Renaud
Mark Winterton

County of Essex Staff: Mary Birch
Sandra Zwiers
Mike Galloway

County of Essex
County of Essex
County of Essex
County of Essex (Ex-Officio)
County of Essex
City of Windsor
City of Windsor
City of Windsor
City of Windsor
General Manager
Manager of Waste Diversion
Manager of Waste Disposal
Executive Assistant
Manager of Environmental Services
Deputy Treasurer Financial Planning
Executive Director of Operations
Manager of Performance Measurement
& Financial Administration
Project Administrator
Supervisor of Environmental Stability &
Climate Change
Project Administrator
Senior Manager of Pollution Control
City Engineer and Corporate Leader for
Environmental, Transportation and
Transit
Director of Council & Community
Services/Clerk
Director of Financial Services/Treasurer
CAO
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Others:

Mike Muffels
Rob Reid
Hunter Bushnell
Kim Verbeek
Chris Nepszy
Sherry Bondy
Zander Broeckel
Wes Muir
Drew Dilkens
Cindy Becker

Absent:
1.
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GHD Consulting
GHD Consulting
GHD Consulting
LLC Committee Member – Town of Essex
Town of Essex CAO
Town of Essex Councillor
AM800 (Bell Media)
Veolia
City of Windsor (Ex-Officio)
Financial Planning Administrator

Call to Order
The Chair called the meeting to order at 4:04 p.m.

2.

Roll Call of Board Members Present
Marc Bondy – Present
Aldo DiCarlo – Present
Gary Kaschak – Present
Hilda MacDonald – Present
Kieran McKenzie –Present
Gary McNamara – Present
Leo Meloche - Present
Jim Morrison – Present
Ed Sleiman – Present
The Chair noted that AM800 was also on the line.

3.

Declaration of Pecuniary Interest
The Chair called for any declarations of pecuniary interest and none were noted. He
further expressed that should a conflict of a pecuniary nature or other arise at any time
during the course of the meeting that it would be noted at that time.

4.

Approval of the Minutes
A.

March 2, 2021 Regular Meeting Minutes

Moved by Gary McNamara
Seconded by Ed Sleiman
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THAT the minutes from the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority Regular Meeting,
dated, March 2, 2021 be approved and adopted.
28-2021
Carried
5.

Business Arising from the Minutes
No items were raised for discussion.

6.

Delegations
There were no delegations present.

7.

Waste Diversion
A.

GHD Food and Organic Waste Report

The General Manager stated that Stacey McGuire, from the City of Windsor will present
this report.
Ms. McGuire stated that she is the Project Administrator for the Regional Food and
Organic and Biosolids Waste Project. Ms. McGuire stated that Mike Muffels,
Environmental Consultant with GHD, Anne-Marie Albidone, City of Windsor’s Manager
of Environmental Services as well as members of the Technical Working Group
including Michelle Bishop and Cathy Copot-Nepszy were also in attendance to answer
questions at the end of the presentation.
Ms. McGuire presented the Regional Food, Organic and Biosolids Waste Processing
presentation
Ms. McGuire concluded her presentation and noted that it was very technical and hoped
the presentation explained the project and what is being proposed. She stated that they
would like to give the Board about a month to digest the information that was presented
and the Technical Working group would report back at the June 1, 2021 EWSWA Board
meeting with recommendations on how to move forward. Ms. McGuire stated that if the
recommendation moving forward is still a Regional Plan at the end of June 1, it would
be asked that all municipalities report back to their respective councils. She stated that
the Technical Committee can be available at those Council meetings. The intent of
those meetings is to get direction from each of the Councils on whether that municipality
will participate at the onset of the project. Ms. McGuire thanked everyone for their time
and was available to answer any questions.
The Chair thanked Ms. McGuire for the comprehensive report. The Chair asked if there
were any questions.
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Ms. MacDonald stated the report was good and easy to understand. Ms. MacDonald
asked if municipal Administration was notified. She stated that her Council colleagues
need to understand this as well as Administration.
Ms. McGuire stated this same presentation was presented to all the municipal CAOs on
Friday, April 30, 2021. They have been provided with the same presentation and draft
consultant’s report.
Mr. Meloche stated he supports this initiative to reduce greenhouse gases. He asked
about the potential loss of tipping fees as a result of redirecting this waste and how it
would negatively impact the Authority. Mr. Meloche asked if there is an estimate of
what that impact could be in terms of how much tonnage would be redirected that would
end up impacting the financial budget of the Authority.
Ms. McGuire referred this question to the General Manager.
The General Manager stated that the Board has been made aware throughout the
various budgets that the costs to operate the landfill are fairly fixed. The only variable is
the amount of host compensation that is paid to the Town of Essex. The landfill
debenture as well as the operating costs of the landfill remain the same even if the
amount of tonnage varies. For example, 100,000 to 110,000 tonnes annually of
municipal residential waste is delivered between the City of Windsor and the 7 County
municipalities and if 30,000 tonnes of organic material is diverted and does not get
landfilled that would not materially change the operating costs at the landfill considering
approximately 250,000 to 300,000 tonnes of material gets delivered to the landfill every
year. The Authority would still need a scale clerk, the equipment operators, a
compactor and the debenture would still have to be paid. The set-up for the municipal
funding is that the municipalities fund the net cost of all of the Authority programs. The
Authority offsets the costs with any third party revenue such as blue box funding from
the province and tipping fees from outside entities.
Mr. Meloche stated that he understands that costs will not change but as Ms. McGuire
has indicated there will be a loss of revenue, which in turn, will increase our net costs
and require more funding by the County and the City.
The General Manager stated that was correct.
Mr. McKenzie thanked Ms. McGuire for the excellent presentation and all the work that
has been undertaken since the original motion came forward. Mr. McKenzie asked if
there a potential that some of the metrics that we are looking at to quantify the costs
could be much higher than anticipated or contemplated.
Ms. McGuire referred the question to Mr. Muffels.
Mr. Muffels stated the report tries to consider different future alternatives. Mr. Muffels
stated that more information could be provided, if needed. Mr. Muffels stated that with
respect to the costs being worse than anticipated, they could potentially. Mr. Muffels
stated that he would characterize the cost estimates as conservatively high in terms of
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costs and conservatively low in terms of revenue. Mr. Muffels stated they have tried to
do their best to anticipate an optimistic and pessimistic scenario.
Mr. McKenzie asked how they quantified the operational expenses or financial analysis
and have they have included the cost of doing nothing and how that would impact the
community. Ms. McGuire referred to the question to Karina Richters.
Ms. Richters stated they currently have an active model target of 25% for the City and
we would actually have to double that if nothing was done. She stated that we would
have to get 50% of all citizens walking or cycling, in order to make up that greenhouse
benefit that we could get just from anerobic digestion.
Mr. McKenzie asked why would a regional approach including biosolids be attractive for
all the members on the EWSWA Board as a way to go forward, from a regional
perspective, as opposed to something that would just serve the interests of the City of
Windsor.
Ms. McGuire stated that when the cost analysis was done they specifically pulled out a
portion of that cost attributed to Biosolids processing. They knew that some
municipalities would say why are they paying for a City of Windsor issue. She stated
that right now it is considered a City of Windsor issue because they have an issue to
deal with. However, there could be benefits to other municipalities to send their
Biosolids to this facility in the future. This would only be a City of Windsor cost. Ms.
McGuire referred to Mr. Muffels to talk about the benefits of co-digestion versus just
digesting organic material.
Mr. Muffels stated that the primary benefit is that there are sludges from the wastewater
treatment plant that are not currently digested. It costs energy now to dry them and
palletize them for beneficial use. Mr. Muffels stated that by taking the sludges from the
wastewater treatment plant, whether it’s just the City of Windsor plants, or if there’s a
potential to bring in other material from other municipalities, it’s an additional amount of
material that can be digested as additional gas and renewable energy and further
reduce greenhouse gas.
Mr. McKenzie stated that he would be interested to go over this material again and hear
what they have to say when we reconvene in June. Mr. McKenzie stated that he would
be prepared to make a motion at the appropriate time.
Mr. Kaschak stated that was a very good presentation. Mr. Kaschak compared this to
the waste diversion initiative 25 years ago regarding recycling and that we have only
achieved 32% diversion rate (referred to the Waste Diversion report). He stated this
was a concern moving forward. He stated that times are different now and because of
the greenhouse gas emissions and the initiative that the federal government has.
Mr. Kaschak stated that it is an emerging market and the costs are certainly higher than
revenues at this point in time. He asked what are AMO and FCM positions on this
moving forward as they usually like to be involved in these type of things and have an
opinion and a vision going forward.
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Mr. McNamara stated that he is the Chair of LAS and he sits on the Energy Task Force.
He stated that Essex County is well known in terms of organic production because of
the greenhouse industry and many others. AMO is looking at a pilot project with
Enbridge to reclaim gas from organics. He stated that because of COVID it has been
kind of put on the back burner. He stated there is work being done at AMO level, in
particular, the committee level. Mr. McNamara stated that we are classified as a
hotspot in Windsor-Essex because of the production of organics.
Ms. McGuire stated that when they met with AMO, they said that they are interested in
Southwestern Ontario solution to organics but they seem to be quite a bit further behind
than we were. Ms. McGuire stated that their thoughts were that they we couldn't wait to
find out what that solution would be as we had to move forward in order to meet the
legislative requirements.
Mr. McNamara thanked everyone for the presentation. He believes the Authority should
manage this program going forward as there is a partnership between the City and the
County and the seven municipalities. Mr. McNamara stated that he does not think 30
days is enough time to assess what is being recommended due to the size of the
investment. He believes that there are some technologies out there that were not
expressed in the presentation. Mr. McNamara stated that the City of Hamilton is working
with a company, Bradam Energies, who have been working very closely with OMAFRA
and MOE. He also stated they had a pilot project in St. Sault Marie. In regards to the
digesters, Mr. McNamara stated they have one in his municipality on the 11th
Concession and Tecumseh receives many complaints regarding the odour produced by
the digestate. Mr. McNamara stated that we need to look at technology that can handle
the product. Mr. McNamara stated that a lot of work has gone into this presentation and
there is a lot of information to digest and for the Board to make a decision in 30 days is
not enough time. He believes there is cutting edge technology moving forward and
meeting the challenges of reducing our carbon footprint by 2041 and 2050. He firmly
believes that anaerobic digesters are a good technology for today but does not think it's
a good technology moving forward into the future. Mr. McNamara thinks there are other
cutting-edge opportunities that we should be looking at. Mr. McNamara stated that he is
a firm believer that we have to reduce our greenhouse gases and there is price to pay
but wants to make sure that it is cost effective. He stated he needs more time to digest
this information and to at least be open to listening to other opportunities.
Mr. Bondy stated that he agrees with most of the comments presented. He also agrees
to have more than 30 days. He does not want to commit his municipality as he does not
know what their share will be. Mr. Bondy asked if they have looked at what European
countries are doing as they are usually ahead of us in this field. He did not see anything
mentioned in the presentation.
Mr. Muffels stated that Europe is ahead in some respects and they are using different
technologies but those technologies are quickly coming to Ontario. As a result, we are
not seeing as much of a difference in the offerings in Europe as we are in Canada and
there isn't as much of a difference as there used to be. Mr. Muffels also noted the rules
are different in Europe. So with respect to diversion, their targets and their rules about
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what they can do with their digestate or their compost from different streams differ. He
also stated that there is much more energy from waste in Europe with respect to how
their policies are set up. So a lot of the technologies that are in Europe are not always
directly transferable to our policy context.
Mr. Bondy stated that he wants to make sure that we do a cost sharing agreement
where someone becomes a partner and they benefit from lowering our costs somehow,
then we participate equally in selling whatever we sell. Mr. Bondy stated that he would
rather take our time, make the right decision and make sure we review all options.
Mr. Sleiman asked Ms. McGuire if there is any legislation coming forward that is not
province wide or county wide, instead of just regional legislation.
Ms. McGuire referred this to Ms. Albidone or Mr. Muffels as she was not aware of a
federal policy coming into effect.
Ms. Albidone stated that the legislation we are dealing with right now is provincial
legislation. This legislation is saying that for example, the City of Windsor has to do a
curbside collection and the towns of Amherstburg, LaSalle and Leamington have to do
some kind of organics collection although it does not have to be curbside. As pointed
out in the presentation, the other municipalities currently don't hit the mark for an
obligation, although that could change when they grow or if the final document does
implement an organic ban at all landfills. In that case, then every municipality in Ontario,
regardless of their size and density will have to do something with their organics other
than send it to a landfill. Ms. Albidone is not aware of any federal policies underway in
regards to this. This is usually something that is governed by the provincial government.
Mr. McKenzie appreciates the comments from Mr. McNamara and Mr. Bondy. He
agrees the timeline is tight. The report is already suggesting that even if the Board were
to make a categorical decision today about the type of system that we would want to
implement, we still wouldn't meet the deadlines that have been legislated at this point.
Mr. McKenzie asked if Ms. McGuire or Mr. Muffels could address the technologies that
could potentially be implemented. He also asked how much time would it take for any
further analysis to address some of the concerns that were raised by Mr. McNamara, for
them to potentially have an opportunity to consider a different type of technology. He
understands that would also require a different financial analysis.
Ms. McGuire stated that they did meet with the company that was referred to by Mr.
McNamara. She also stated that they have met with another company more locally,
who has a bio dryer technology which is a similar technology where the waste is
converted to energy through combusting it. They found that these technologies do not
meet the provincial mandates that are set out. The mandates specifically note that a
nutrient must be produced along with the production of energy, for example, a compost
product at the end. She stated that the bio dryer company has reached out to Ministry of
Environment to ask that they include their technologies, at this time we haven't seen
that that is going to be permissible. As it stands right now, those two technologies would
not help us meet our targets through the current policy statement. Ms. McGuire stated
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that the policy statement could change over time based on these companies reaching
out to the Ministry of Environment and if they did, the report is suggesting that we would
reconsider those technologies as long as they allow us to meet our goals. Ms. McGuire
stated that we are not against the technologies but they currently do not meet the
mandate.
Mr. McNamara stated that Bradam does have compost as a by-product. He would
suspect that if they were not to the Ministry standard, then OMAFRA would not have a
brought the name forward. Mr. McNamara stated that he would like at the June meeting
a presentation and an opportunity for the Board to ask questions. Mr. McNamara stated
that if it does not meet the standard, why did it have a successful pilot in St. Sault Marie
and the City of Hamilton. He stated that this is a huge decision that we're making,
meeting the challenges and climate change is a big deal. The other big deal is the
amount of money that we're going to be spending on it. He stated that this is the
technology has been used in the Netherlands and brought here into North America. Mr.
McNamara stated there is interest here because we are a hotspot for organics due to
the greenhouse industry and Biosolids. He firmly believes that we should be in
partnership with whomever is going to be the successful individual to generate revenue.
He feels that there's an opportunity there for that.
Mr. McKenzie asked the General Manager what it would take if we wanted to proceed
the way that Mr. McNamara is suggesting.
The General Manager stated that will be going through a procurement process and that
if the policy statements or the regulations were changed, that any proponents that could
meet the provincial requirements would certainly be allowed to bid on the project. The
General Manager asked Ms. Zwiers, as the Director of Financial Services/Treasurer for
the County if she sees any potential bias or how we could be perceived if we have a
specific company come in to do a direct presentation.
Ms. Zwiers stated that from a straight procurement perspective, that would be the
cleanest, rather than potentially courting a particular vendor over others, or hearing
some technology over others, just allowing that competitive process to play out and
allow all players in the market to bid on an RFP, when we got to that stage.
Mr. McKenzie asked what he heard was that we wouldn't be precluding the opportunity
for this company or any other service provider, or potential partner to enter into the
process. What we're being asked to do today is to approve that we're going to come
back in a month from now and say, this is the type of technology that we would like to
proceed with so that the actual RFPs and those partnerships and framework can be
developed around all of that. Mr. McKenzie asked if that is what being recommended to
the Board.
Ms. McGuire stated yes. She stated that we are asking the Board for two items at the
June 1 meeting. The first one is the minimum feedstock meaning which municipalities
would be encouraged to participate if we truly want this to be a regional approach or not.
The second option is do we want the technology that moves forward in procurement to
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produce energy and renewable natural gas and help us meet our targets. She also
stated that certainly, if those other technologies did qualify under the policy statement,
they would then produce energy, they would help us meet our targets, they would be
included as long as they met our goals, which they would as long as they comply with
the policy statements.
The Chair stated that he believes Mr. McKenzie had a motion.
Mr. McKenzie stated that he moved the recommendation that has been brought forward
in the report and will speak to it if there is a seconder.
The Chair asked for a seconder.
Mr. Sleiman seconded the motion.
Mr. McKenzie stated that he recognizes that timeline is tight and the reports are
complex. He stated that it is a very important decision, not just from an environmental
standpoint but also from a budgetary standpoint. He stated that the Board is being
asked to think about if they are going to have their municipality participate at a regional
level in this process. Secondly, if so, is this the framework that they are comfortable with
us moving forward in one that will have a very significant impact on our greenhouse gas
emissions, and to significantly help us achieve the targets. Mr. McKenzie stated that for
these reasons he thinks it is important for us to move forward as recommended due to
the timelines that we're faced with. He acknowledges it is not a perfect situation.
Mr. Meloche asked in terms of financial capacity, how many of the municipalities do we
need to have to share in this cost. He asked if we would need a total buy in from
everyone.
Mr. Bondy stated that we're the only one on this side of west of Toronto that's doing this
and even if we proceed, we're not going to make it on time anyway. He would like a
presentation to receive more information as we will not meet the deadline anyway and
sees no reason to rush and the Board can make an informed decision at the July Board
meeting, not the June 1st meeting. Mr. Bondy stated that he does not want to commit to
this kind of money feeling rushed. He stated that he would not be supporting this
recommendation.
Ms. MacDonald stated that in the recommendations it states that the Oversight
Committee will report back their final recommendations at the June 1 meeting but that
doesn't mean that the Board has to make that decision on June 1. She feels that she
has to have an in-depth conversation with her administration staff. She stated that she
has to understand the total capacity of her municipality. She also stated that she has to
have that conversation with her Council as well. She stated that she will not be
prepared to make a decision June 1 but make a decision at the July meeting. She
stated to leave the recommendations the way they are but with the understanding that
the Board vote at the July 6 meeting.
Mr. DiCarlo asked Ms. McGuire to clarify the recommendation.
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Ms. McGuire stated that the Board would be provided recommendations at the June 1
meeting and the Board can do what they please with those recommendations.
Whether, the Board pass those recommendations, have a discussion on them and set
new recommendations or whether the Board defer it to the following meeting. Ms.
McGuire stated that the committee would like to present what we would consider as
their recommendations moving forward. She stated that at this point, the Board has
only been provided a report and haven’t been given the recommendations moving
forward.
Mr. McNamara stated that when a recommendation is brought forward to the Board you
vote on it that night. He stated that a deferral to the July meeting is fine. He stated that
he agrees with Ms. MacDonald that he needs time to discuss with this administration
and Council. He stated that a deferral to July 1 would make more sense but if they want
to bring forward the recommendation with the understanding that the Board has another
30 days to digest the information.
Mr. Morrison stated that understands the hesitation and concerns about the timeline. He
stated that we do not know what the Oversight Committee is going to bring forward to
the Board on June 1. He stated that because they are looking at the technologies that
maybe the Board has given them enough information that they need to revisit the
technologies but he is also wondering if maybe we can have a friendly amendment to
make people feel a little more comfortable that we still receive this report. Mr. Morrison
stated that the Board listen to what the Oversight Committee brings forward whether
they have a final recommendation or they still need more time at the June 1 meeting.
Then the Board may bring the information back to their respective municipalities for
further discussion. Mr. Morrison asked Mr. McKenzie if that would that be friendly.
Mr. McKenzie asked Mr. Morrison for clarification.
Mr. Morrison stated that we receive this report. Then at the June 1 meeting, the Board
will listen to recommendations from the Oversight Committee, assuming they are in a
position to make a final recommendation. At that point, the Board will have a further
month to bring information back to their respective municipalities for more discussion
then hopefully at the July meeting the Board would all be more comfortable with the
situation. He stated that we have a Technical Committee and Oversight Committee
that's doing work behind the scenes.
Mr. McKenzie stated he does not disagree with what Mr. Morrison stated. In respect to
Ms. MacDonald’s, Mr. McNamara and Mr. Bondy’s points of view he is hearing that the
Board would be in a position to vote at the July meeting and he would be comfortable
with that. Mr. McKenzie stated that he does not see nothing in the motion that's
preventing us from, as Ms. MacDonald pointed out, pushing the decision that we would
make as a Board to July. Mr. McKenzie stated that he thinks the motion as it stands
allows us to do with what he is hearing the Board would like to do and to make a
decision come the July 1. With the utmost respect, Mr. McKenzie turned down Mr.
Morrison’s friendly amendment.
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Mr. Morrison stated that that he comfortable leaving it as is.
Mr. McNamara agreed with Mr. Morrison’s amendment that July would give ample time
for the Board to digest this information and then find out what the final recommendation
is going to be.
Ms. MacDonald asked if a friendly amendment be added that the EWSWA Board
receive final recommendations at the June 1, 2021 meeting and for Board approval at
the July 6, 2021 meeting. She asked Mr. McKenzie if he would agree to that.
Mr. McKenzie stated that he would be open to that.
Mr. DiCarlo asked Ms. McGuire if that gives her the opportunity to bring back what they
wanted to in June with the understanding of everything that was raised.
Ms. McGuire stated that she has no concerns with that approach.
Moved by Kieran McKenzie
Seconded by Ed Sleiman
1. THAT the Board receive the report entitled “Organics and Biosolids Waste
Management and Processing Project, Phase 1 – Consulting and Project Direction
Analysis and Recommendations, GHD Limited, dated April 28, 2021” for
information and,
2. THAT the Regional Food and Organics Waste Oversight Committee REPORT
BACK final recommendations at the June 1, 2021 meeting and for EWSWA
Board approval at the July 6, 2021 meeting.
29-2021
Carried
B.

2020 Waste Diversion Report

Manager of Waste Diversion referred to page 15 of the agenda package.
The purpose of the report to provide an overview of the annual Waste Diversion report.
The annual Waste Diversion Report fulfills Condition 5.2 of the Environmental
Assessment Approval for the Regional Landfill. The report also provides information on
the Authority’s waste diversion programs.
The Manager of Waste Diversion stated some of the highlights of the Waste Diversion
Report were as follows:
•

•

The overall waste diversion rate achieved in 2020 was 32.4%. This is a result of
residential tonnes diverted from the landfill versus residential refuse collected
curbside. She noted that while tonnes of residential waste diverted from the
landfill was relatively the same in 2020 versus 2019, there was a notable
increase in residential refuse collected at curbside.
Net marketed residential recyclables in 2020 were slightly lower than 2019.
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There was a positive shift in global recycling markets for 2020 as a result of
COVID-19. There was a notable increase in the basket of goods price for the
sale of recyclable material revenue in 2020 to $114/tonne. This was due to high
demand and low supply of fibre recycling material that the Authority ships when it
is brought into the Material Recovery Facility. She noted that 70% of recyclable
goods is fibre material.
Total Residential Organics delivered increased slightly in 2020. As a result of
this program, sales of the Garden Gold Compost increased resulting in sales of
approximately $259,000.
The number of residents awarded Gold Star boxes continues to grow through
Gold Star Recycler Program. She also noted that for the first time, all 100
applicants in 2020 were awarded a Gold Star box. Since the start of the program
in 2016, there have been 1,601 Gold Star boxes awarded.
The EWSWA launched a Bye!Bye! Plastic Bags! Campaign. The campaign
provided support to a no plastic bags in recycling ban on June 1, 2020.
Residential curbside audits conducted pre-ban and post-ban across the region
revealed a 96% compliance to the ban.
The collection of motor oil continuously increased in 2020, however, the MHSW
Waste Diversion Program saw a decrease in 2020 which was potentially
contributed to the closure of the both the Reuse Center and sites in 2020 due to
COVID-19.

Mr. Kaschak stated that 32% diversion rate was disappointing.
The Manager of Waste Diversion stated that for the types of waste diversion programs
that the Authority has, a rate like 32% is a good number since the Authority does not
have an organics program.
Mr. Kaschak asked if weekly recycling had been considered by the Board.
The Manager of Waste Diversion stated that it was brought to the Board many years
ago through the last version of the Master Plan but it had not been implemented.
Mr. Kaschak asked the General Manager for comments.
The General Manager stated there are a few things to consider with the upcoming
Extended Producer Responsibility, the transition of the blue box program to Producers.
She stated that it is her understanding that what we have right now is what we would be
looking at through the transition. She stated that if this is something that the Board
would like to explore we would have to look at how that would impact how we would be
funded based on what our costs are now or on the potential costs would be going
forward if were to make a change so close to the transition date which is scheduled for
early in 2024.
Mr. Kaschak receives these questions from residents who are disappointed in these
diversion rates and who would like to see mandatory recycling.
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Mr. Kaschak asked if the Authority receives a monthly installment from the Beer Store.
The Manager of Waste Diversion described the Beer Store deposit process and how
revenue is earned from the deposit program.
Mr. McNamara asked to explain the 32% diversion rate calculation.
The Manager of Waste Diversion stated that 32% of the materials that would have gone
to the landfill have been diverted through various waste diversion programs.
Moved by Marc Bondy
Seconded by Gary McNamara
THAT the Board receive the 2020 Waste Diversion Report as information.
30-2021
Carried
8.

Waste Disposal
A.

Tender Award – Used Skid Steer for Regional Landfill

The Manager of Waste Disposal referred to page 17 of the agenda package. He stated
the report is recommend the award of the tender for one (1) used 2019 Kubota Rubber
Tracked Skid Steer and one (1) new quick detach pallet fork to be used at the Regional
Landfill, closed Landfill No. 2 and closed Landfill No. 3.
In March 2021 the Authority issued a tender for the supply of one (1) used skid steer to
be used at the Regional Landfill which includes the implement. The specification was
for a maximum of 900 engine hours.
Two (2) tenders were received and bids were reviewed for compliance and tender
specifications.
The Manager of Waste Disposal stated that Advantage Farm Equipment Ltd. submitted
the lowest bid. He referred to the table on page 18 of the agenda which details the
prices submitted inclusive of taxes.
The Manager of Waste Disposal stated that the skid steer will be financed from the
Equipment Replacement Reserve. He also noted that the cost of skid steer is below the
2020 budget estimate.
Moved by Gary McNamara
Seconded by Marc Bondy
THAT the Board approve the acquisition of one (1) used, 2019 Kubota Skid Steer,
Model SVL 75-2 and one (1) new pallet fork implement as supplied by Advantage Farm
Equipment Ltd. at a cost of $57,585 plus applicable taxes.
31-2021
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Carried
B.

Tender Award – Front End Loader for Regional Landfill

The Manager of Waste Disposal stated that the purpose of this report is to recommend
the award the tender for one (1) Caterpillar 950GC Front End Loader with a 5 year or
8,500-hour preventative maintenance contract and a 5 year or 8,500 extended
powertrain warranty to Toromont CAT to be used at the Regional Landfill.
Two bid packages were received from Toromont CAT and Fulline Farm & Garden
Equipment Ltd. All bid packages were reviewed for compliance with no issues.
The tender was issued not only for the supply of a Front-End Wheel Loader but also for
a service contract option for comprehensive coverage or preventative maintenance only
for a period of 5 years or 8,500 hours (whichever comes first).
The Manager of Waste Disposal referred to table on page 20 of the agenda package
which details the costs of the bids received from Toromont CAT and Fulline.
The Manager of Waste Disposal stated that the old unit will be sold either through a
competitive process such as Gov Deals or will be taken on trade by Toromont CAT. He
stated that the loader is included in the 2021 budget and will be financed from the
Equipment Replacement Reserve.
Moved by Leo Meloche
Seconded by Ed Sleiman
1.
THAT the Board approve the acquisition of a Caterpillar 950GC Front End Wheel
Loader as supplied by Toromont CAT at a cost of $269,950 plus applicable
taxes.
2.
THAT the Board approve a 5-year, 8,500-hour (whichever comes first) service
contract at a pre-tax cost of $4.28 per hour for the Caterpillar 950GC Front End
Wheel Loader as supplied by Toromont CAT.
3.
THAT the Board approve the purchase of a 5-year/8,500 hour (whichever comes
first) extended powertrain warranty at a cost of $12,290 plus applicable taxes.
32-2021
Carried
9.

Finance and Administration
A.

2020 Financial Statements and Auditors’ Report

The General Manager referred to page 22 of the agenda package in regards to the
Financial Statements and Auditor’s report. She stated that KPMG has issued an
unmodified audit option which means that based on their findings, the Authority’s
Financial Statements and Notes present fairly the financial position of the Authority as at
December 31, 2020.
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The General Manager highlighted a receivable from the City of Windsor. She stated that
this is for the investment that is held by the City on behalf of the Authority that will be
used to finance Cell 5 construction at the landfill.
The General Manager referred to page two of the report. The balance of $458,000
payable from the City of Windsor, the Town of Tecumseh and the Town of Lakeshore
that represents the last two years of payments for the Landfill 3 clay capping project.
She also noted the Regional Landfill post closure liability figure of $19 million. That is
the cost that the Authority must have on the Financial Statements per public sector
accounting standards. That formula is put forth by KPMG.
The General Manager referred to the Sun Life debenture outstanding principle of $58.5
million dollars and noted that the debenture will be paid in 2031.
The General Manager referred to page three of the report as it lists the current reserve
balances for the Authority and their intended uses. There are reserve balances of just
over $45 million.
The net book balance of Authority capital assets is just over $32 million and includes the
value of the Authority’s buildings, equipment, heavy equipment, the regional landfill, as
well as other operating equipment such as pickup trucks.
The General Manager referred to page four regarding the Authority’s accumulated
deficit. She stated that the total accumulated debt deficit is due to the landfill debenture
costs. She stated that as we pay down that debenture that number should decrease.
However, the post closure liability figure will continue to increase.
The General Manager stated that while still a deficit, Authority operations were
favourable compared to projections. She stated that when the 2021 budget was
presented to the Board in November of 2020, the projection included a deficit of just
over $(1.2 million). The General Manager is pleased to report to the Board through
strong sales of recycling commodities as well as the disposal of additional landfill
material and contaminated soil at the Regional Landfill, we were able to reduce that
deficit down to $(453,530). That means less money was drawn from our Rate
Stabilization Reserve than anticipated.
Mr. Meloche stated that is concerned about the accumulated deficit. He stated the
asset value and long term debit has dropped but there is a substantial increase in post
closure and benefit liabilities. Mr. Meloche asked if that figure is mostly the post closure
expenses as opposed to Employee Benefit liability.
The General Manager stated that the post closure is about $19 million and the future
employee liability is $280,000.
Mr. Meloche asked what is the expected trend.
The General Manager stated that the landfill debenture will continue to decrease as
payments are made until the debenture is paid in 2031.
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Mr. McNamara referred to the $58.5 million long term liability and the 10 year before it is
exhausted. He asked what is the interest rate and is it fixed over 10 years.
The General Manager stated that the Sun Life debenture is the result of the MFP
settlement. The interest rate is 6.4% and she noted that the debt was reviewed a
number of years ago and the penalty to terminate was very high.
Moved by Marc Bondy
Seconded by Gary McNamara
THAT the Board approve the report, the 2020 financial statements and associated
auditors’ report.
33-2021
Carried
B.

January-March 2021 Financial Report

The General Manager referred to page 34 of the agenda regarding the January to
March 2021 financial review.
She stated that municipal tipping revenue increased with more curbside residential
garbage.
The General Manager stated that tipping fees from contaminated soil decreased
significantly over 2020 due to large construction projects in the previous year generating
contaminated soil for disposal. In 2021 we have received about 2,600 tonnes of soil or
episodic waste.
There was a favourable variance of $336,315 in the sale of recyclable goods. This
additional revenue is due to strong commodity prices.
Moved by Leo Meloche
Seconded by Jim Morrison
THAT the Board receive the January-March 2021 Financial Report as information.
34-2021
Carried
C.

Legal Invoices

Moved by Gary McNamara
Seconded by Hilda MacDonald
THAT the Board authorize the payment of the legal account as summarized.
35-2021
Carried
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Correspondence
A.

Bike Windsor Essex Proposal

Mr. McKenzie stated this is a program that the Board has the opportunity to consider.
He stated that on a per annum basis, the Authority collects about 200 bikes that are sold
to scrap metal recyclers. Bike Windsor Essex is an advocacy group that promotes the
adoption of safe cycling through Windsor-Essex.
Mr. McKenzie is asking the Board to consider a program for a partnership with Bike
Windsor. He requested Administration investigate the program and provide a report to
the Board at a future meeting.
Mr. McNamara stated that this was a great idea.
Moved by Kieran McKenzie
Seconded by Gary McNamara
THAT the Board receive this as information.
36-2021
Carried
11.

Other Items
A.

Public Reporting of Closed Meeting

Chair DiCarlo reported that a Closed meeting of the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste
Authority was held at 4:30 pm, April 6, 2021, pursuant to Sections 239 (2) (b) of the
Municipal Act, 2001, as amended for the following reason:
(b)

personal matters about an identifiable individual, including municipal or local
board employees.

B.

Insurance

Mr. Bondy congratulated the new General Manager.
Mr. Bondy stated that a resolution was passed at County Council meeting to do
countywide shopping regarding insurance. He asked the General Manager if she has
had any conversations with the current insurance provider.
The General Manager stated that she has had preliminary conversations with the
provider. She stated that the Authority’s policy normally would run June 1 until May 31.
She stated that when negotiating the property issue last year, we received an extension
so now we are July 1 to June 30. She stated that she would follow up with County staff
regarding the resolution.
Mr. McNamara and Mr. DiCarlo extended their congratulations to the General Manager.
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Mr. DiCarlo also congratulated the General Manager.
12.

By-Laws
A.

By-Law 7-2021

Moved by Marc Bondy
Seconded by Jim Morrison
THAT By-Law 8-2021, Being a By-Law to Authorize the Execution of an Agreement
Between the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority and Advantage Farm Equipment Ltd.
for the Supply of a Used Rubber Tracked Skid Steer.
37-2021
Carried
B.

By-Law 8-2021

Moved by Marc Bondy
Seconded by Jim Morrison
THAT By-Law 8-2021, Being a By-Law to Authorize the Execution of an Agreement
Between the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority and Toromont Ltd. for the Supply of
a Front-End Loader and a Five-Year Service Contract for use at the Regional Landfill.
38-2021
Carried

C.

By-Law 9-2021

Moved by Marc Bondy
Seconded by Jim Morrison
THAT By-Law 9-2021, being a By-law to confirm the Proceedings of the Board of the
Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority be given three readings and be adopted this 4th
day of May, 2021.
39-2021
Carried
13.

Future Meeting Dates
Tuesday, June 1, 2021
Tuesday, July 6, 2021
Wednesday, August 11, 2021
Wednesday, September 15, 2021
Tuesday, October 5, 2021
Tuesday, November 2, 2021
Tuesday, December 7, 2021
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Adjournment
Moved by Ed Sleiman
Seconded by Gary Kaschak
THAT the Board stand adjourned at 6:38 pm
40-2021
Carried
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All of which is respectfully submitted.

Aldo DiCarlo
Chair

Michelle Bishop
General Manager
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May 21, 2021
Michelle Bishop, GM
Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority
360 Fairview Ave. W. Suite 211,
Essex Ontario
N8M 3G4
Dear Mrs. Bishop,
Re:

Regional Food and Organics Waste Management Plan

I attended the May 4th EWSWA Board meeting and had the opportunity to hear the
latest status update and Board discussion regarding the Regional Food and Organic
Waste Management project. As well, the regional CAO’s have had the opportunity to be
briefed on this project at their last meeting. Based on the information presented, I
wanted to take the opportunity to share some concerns regarding the project and
proposed next steps.
I appreciate the work that has been completed thus far; valuable work has been done to
date by the consultant, GHD. It is clear that the benefits of working together and
analyzing the options with a regional lens, will help achieve the goals of meeting specific
reduction and recovery targets identified in the Organics Provincial Policy Statement, by
2025. This decision will impact the City, as well as all seven local municipalities within
the County of Essex for generations to come. This is a decision we cannot make hastily
without examining all factors.
We know that, organics legislation, while approved, remains unregulated. As we’ve seen
with other pieces of legislation, the details laid out in regulation can significantly impact
the next steps in a project work plan. Notwithstanding the deadlines identified in the
legislation, making decisions of this magnitude ahead of the release of the regulations,
which will address details such as acceptable technology for organics processing
solutions, puts the EWSWA Board members in a position of making semi-informed
decisions. Additionally, without final regulations, it remains unclear what penalty there
would be for not meeting the legislative deadline of 2025. It is difficult to effectively
weigh the risk of non-compliance against the risk of making less than fully informed
decisions.
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Throughout the process, and particularly at the last EWSWA Board Meeting, members of
the Board sought clarification on the spectrum of technologies available to address
organics processing and energy recovery. The consultant’s report distills the viable
options down to only composting and anaerobic digestion. Without regulations in place,
the concern remains that the EWSWA and local municipalities may be limiting
themselves too narrowly to solutions that we expect to be allowable by regulation, but
aren’t able to confirm at this point.
Anaerobic digestion facilities already exist in our region and have resulted in significant
environmental impacts on neighbouring properties/populations. Council Members and
Administration are acutely aware that solutions involving anaerobic digestion will be met
with considerable opposition. Information received by Administration suggests a
possible disconnect in the compliancy of other technologies, namely biodryers and
syngas at the ministry level. There appears to be a general lack of awareness of these
technologies at the MECP but support for them at the OMAFRA. Until clarity is provided,
we question whether a decision on a solution should be made.
Further to questions asked at the last EWSWA Board meeting, it remains prudent to
clarify and quantify the impacts to the existing landfill operations as a result of
expanding service into organics diversion. Specifically, clarity is needed on what the
financial and operating impacts would be to the existing landfill as a result of diverting
feedstocks into the organics stream. While it may appear easier to discuss an organics
solution in isolation, the landfill’s operations and financial structure will be impacted by a
re-distribution of feedstocks. This needs to be thoroughly analyzed and understood.
From the beginning of this project there has been a sense of urgency to decide a
definitive course of action. The draft report from the consultant identifies the need to
implement transitionary contract measures to address organics diversion knowing a
facility could not be built and operational by 2025. In the absence of approved
regulations and recognizing the need for an interim contract processing solution, it begs
the question why we need to rush to a conclusion. Taking the time to digest the
regulations once they are available and understand the potential impacts to our existing
waste authority operations will only make our final decision better. It is my request, as
discussed with the local CAO’s, that the consultant’s report be peer-reviewed. The focus
of the review would ensure we’ve fully analyzed all technologies and the operational and
financial impacts to the existing landfill operations.
Recommended Action:
I propose the EWSWA Board provide EWSWA Administration the direction to seek an
independent peer review to be completed in a timely fashion, so as not to unduly delay
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the process, and provide a report back to the EWSWA Board before further
presentations take place at the local municipalities.
I would respectfully request this correspondence be placed on your June 1st EWSWA
Board agenda. Should you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact
me.

Regards,

Mike Galloway
Mike Galloway, MBA, CMO
Chief Administrative Officer
Corporation of the County of Essex
Cc: All CAO’s – Essex County
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MEMO
Date: May 27, 2021
To: The Chair and Board of the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority
From: Stacey McGuire and Tracy Beadow, Project Administrators on behalf of the
Regional Food and Organic Waste Oversight Committee
Meeting Date: June 1, 2021
Re: Food and Organic Waste and Biosolids Management Project –
Recommendations from the Oversight Committee

Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to provide the EWSWA Board with a set of
recommendations from the Food and Organic Oversight Committee related to project
direction and participation from municipalities.
It is intended that EWSWA provide direction based on these recommendations at the
July 6, 2021 EWSWA Board meeting.
Background:
At the October 6, 2020 EWSWA Board meeting the Board approved the development
and implementation of a Regional Food and Organics Waste Management Plan.
At the May 4, 2021 EWSWA Board meeting the report entitled “Organics and Biosolids
Waste Management and Processing Project, Phase 1 – Consulting and Project
Direction Analysis and Recommendations, GHD Limited dated April 28, 2021” (the GHD
Report) was submitted for information along with a presentation summarizing the
progress of the Food and Organic Waste Oversight Committee and Technical Working
Group.
The EWSWA Board further directed the Regional Food and Organic Waste Oversight
Committee to report back final recommendations to the June 1, 2021 meeting for
EWSWA Board approval at the July 6, 2021 meeting.
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Discussion:
Based on the GHD Report findings the following conclusions and recommendations are
presented in support of a proposed direction.
Project Delivery: The preferred alternatives all involve construction of a new
facility. A service contract is not being recommended as a preferred long-term
solution. The final project delivery model is proposed to be subject of a separate report.
Siting: Two existing municipally owned sites have been identified as preferred
alternatives; lands adjacent to the Windsor Biosolids Processing Facility (WBPF)
in Windsor and lands surrounding the Regional Landfill in the County of Essex.
There remains the option for a site to be provided by the proponent as part of a
Request for Proposals. It is possible to structure the procurement to allow bidders to
select and bid on one or more site options.
From a feasibility standpoint, it is recommended that the facility be located in
geographic proximity to municipalities that are participating to reduce costs for new and
upgraded transfer stations and to reduce transportation distances. In keeping with the
EWSWA Board direction of October 6, 2020, this memo recommends a regional
approach, which includes participation from Windsor and all 7 County municipalities.
If a regional approach is NOT taken, the facility should be sited closer to the centroid of
the waste generation for the municipalities that are legislated to achieve diversion
targets, which means a location closer to or in Windsor would be preferred (i.e. the
WBPF or lands provided by a proponent through the procurement process).
Feedstock: At a minimum, the Organics Provincial Policy Statement (OPPS) requires
Windsor, Amherstburg, LaSalle, Leamington and Tecumseh to achieve specific
reduction or recovery target rates for residential food and organic waste by 2025.
Essex, Kingsville and Lakeshore do not have reduction obligations based on their
current populations and population densities. However, development and growth may
affect the legislative requirements and there is a plan for a ban on organics in landfills
with an anticipated date of 2030. As a result, even those municipalities without current
legislative obligations today may be required to find an organics solution in the future.
It is recommended at a minimum that a new facility accept source separated
organics (SSOs) from Windsor and the 7 County municipalities. This is in keeping
with the direction from the October 6, 2020 EWSWA Board meeting to develop and
implement a Regional Food and Organics Waste Management Plan. Furthermore, if
City of Windsor | 350 City Hall Square West | Windsor, ON | N9A 6S1
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the WBPF is chosen as the site, it is recommended that biosolids from the City of
Windsor’s two wastewater treatment facilities be included in the minimum
feedstock.
It should be noted that the cost-benefit analysis scores improve with increased tonnage
as the regional partners benefit from greater economies of scale, revenues and
greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction benefits. As such, there is a strong case for including
not only SSOs from all of the regional municipalities but also a percentage of optional
feedstocks where possible, such as:
•
•
•
•

Industrial, Institutional and Commercial sector waste,
multi-family residential waste,
fats, oils and greases, and
horticultural waste

There are however risks associated with including additional feedstocks if less material
or tipping fees are realized than anticipated. In addition, greenhouse vine waste
contains wire and other contaminants that make it challenging to process.
Some potential mitigation measures include phased implementation and transfer of risk
to the contractor by making some feedstocks optional in their proposal at their own risk.
At this point, it is critical that the minimum feedstocks be established in order to
effectively proceed with procurement. Generally, the more uncertainty there is in the
procurement process the larger the premium will be paid by the owner as the bidder
must accept additional risks. For this reason, it is not advisable to proceed to
procurement without a firm commitment from the municipalities about their participation.
Furthermore, it should be noted that EWSWA can recommend and build a regional
solution, but under the current agreement, municipalities would be in charge of their
own collection. Under this arrangement, the amount of SSOs being diverted to the
facility directly relates to the rate and method of participation at the municipal level as
well as overall community engagement. This report does not include a recommendation
for a preferred collection agreement. These details would be subject of a future report.
Although a regional approach is being recommended, each municipality must
receive direction from their respective Councils as soon as possible in support of
or against participating in the regional project at its onset (i.e. when it begins its
operation). GHD and members of the Regional Food and Organic Waste Technical
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Working Group may be available to assist municipal staff with the preparation of Council
reports and attend the Council meetings to make presentations and answer questions.
There may be options to phase in feedstock from some municipalities or optional
feedstock sources rather than including them all at the onset of the project. For
example, those municipalities that have no current obligations, but would be affected by
the future landfill ban on organics may wish to participate on the date the landfill ban
comes into effect. However, this must be defined at the time of procurement to obtain
accurate costing for the project. If some municipalities don’t participate initially but
choose to at a later date, the costs that would be incurred by those municipalities would
not be the same as if they participated at the onset.
Technology: Both composting and Anaerobic Digestion (AD) have been identified to be
feasible technology options that meet the objectives of the OPPS. The following
sections provide an overview on some available technologies.
Composting
Composting involves the decomposition of organic matter by bacteria in an oxygen-rich
(aerobic) environment. Oxygen is added to the organic material and the resulting
microbial process generates a dry, stable compost, water and heat. Covered windrow
composting and in-vessel composting are contained systems which allow for better
odour control measures than traditional windrow composting.
Composting is a lower cost process that is simple and well established. The County’s
existing leaf and yard waste program involves a compost facility at the Regional Landfill
which has been fairly successful.
Composting is easily adaptable and scalable making it less costly to decrease or
increase capacity as required. However, composting requires a large footprint.
Composting will allow organics to be diverted from landfill which will reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, however greenhouse gases are generated during the process which
offset some of the emissions reduction potential. Composting does not produce a
renewable energy component.
Anaerobic digestion (AD)
AD also involves the decomposition of organic matter by bacteria, but in an oxygenlimited (anaerobic) environment. The AD process produces a digestate material which
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can be used as fertilizer and a clean renewable energy source called biogas which can
be further refined to produce a renewable natural gas.
AD typically requires a smaller footprint than composting and odours can be managed
to a greater degree since air is not introduced to the process. The AD process is more
complicated than composting, but AD technology is well used and best practices well
established in Canada.
AD projects will contribute to greenhouse gas emissions and energy reduction targets to
a greater degree than composting. The capital and operating expenses related to AD
projects tend to be high, however these expenses may be partially offset by revenues
from the sale of the end products, including the renewable natural gas. There is a risk
that revenues associated with the sale of renewable natural gas will not be realized to
the same degree as predicted in the costing models developed.
There are opportunities to combine an organics AD solution with another greenhouse
gas and energy reduction project for greater environmental benefits and revenue
generation. Greater volumes of renewable natural gas can be realized with the addition
of wastewater sludge as feedstock or using methane from the landfill gas collection
system. These opportunities would also complement capital planning initiatives already
in place.
Other Technologies – BioDryer
The BioDryer technology allows the co-processing of food and organic waste and
biosolids in BioDryer tunnels where the materials are heated and dried through an
aerobic process which produces a biofuel that through thermal power generation, would
produce steam or power. The process also produces a dried ash material that could be
used for fertilizer or compost. In addition, a fraction of the feedstock could be directed to
a composting unit instead of a biofuel unit.
Consultation with the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) has
indicated that only the fraction diverted to the composting process may be considered
acceptable in accordance with the OPPS.
Other Technologies – Synthesis Gas – “Syngas”
This chemical reduction process technology converts organic waste into synthesis gas
(Syngas) for production of electricity or conversion into natural gas or biofuels. The
technology claims to be able to recover ammonia which can be sold as a fertilizer
product.
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Consultation with the MECP has indicated that this process does not meet the
requirements of the OPPS.
Consultation with MECP
Some members of the Regional Food and Organic Waste Technical Working Group met
with the MECP’s policy and approvals branches on May 19 and 21, 2021 respectively to
discuss the anticipated changes to the OPPS and release of guidance documents
outlining technology best practices in the fall of 2021.
The MECP verified that the changes coming to the OPPS in the fall are not expected to
change the deadlines or targets previously established. Rather the changes would be
supplemental to the already established policy and are centered around the topics of
compostable materials and the anticipated ban on organics in landfill.
The guidance documents to be released in the fall are intended to provide detail on the
public facing side (i.e. what residents can anticipate) and best practices and tools for the
municipalities that will have obligations to meet, including how the municipalities can
track their progress towards their diversion targets. At this time, the best practice
documentation is being developed based on composting and anaerobic digestion only.
None of the amendments or guidance documents being proposed will change the
obligations already established for municipalities. For this reason, and because some
municipalities in Windsor-Essex must meet these obligations by 2025, it is important to
maintain momentum on this project.
A discussion on the BioDryer and Syngas technologies and their applicability to the
OPPS also took place at both MECP meetings with the policy group and the approvals
group.
The current OPPS states the diversion targets cannot be achieved through the use of
food and organic waste to generate alternative fuels or energy from waste without the
concurrent recovery of nutrients. This is not anticipated to change with the fall 2021
amendments to the OPPS. The MECP noted a desire to see the end product of the
organic processing facility to go to the most beneficial end use.
For the reasons above, BioDryer and Syngas technologies were eliminated from the
shortlist of alternatives developed by the Regional Food and Organic Waste Technical
Working Group and included in the GHD Report to avoid significant delays. However,
the recommendations of this EWSWA Board report are intended to allow the Food and
Organics Waste Technical Working Group to move forward to the next steps of the
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project in parallel to the finalization of the MECP OPPS changes and guidance
document development. The recommendation is intentionally worded to allow the
BioDryer or Syngas technology, or any other technology that produces renewable
energy to be considered, as long as they help the municipalities to meet the obligations
of the OPPS.
If a proponent is able to prove their technology would be accepted by the MECP as
meeting the requirements under the OPPS that technology and proponent may be
considered. It is proposed that this decision be made by the evaluation committee
during the bid period related to a procurement. This will provide time for the proponents
to consult with the MECP prior to bids being submitted for a future procurement.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reductions and Renewable Energy
On May 19, 2021, the County of Essex approved the Essex County Regional Energy
plan which sets reduction targets for greenhouse gas emissions and energy use. This
plan sets out even more stringent targets than the City of Windsor’s Community Energy
Plan (2017). The City of Windsor has also approved energy and greenhouse gas
targets identified in the Corporate Climate Action Plan and Corporate Energy
Management Plan.
Both composting and AD projects will divert organic materials from landfill which will
result in a significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. However, composting
generates some greenhouse gas emissions that will reduce the benefits to a degree.
AD projects create a renewable natural gas (RNG) that will displace non-renewable
natural gas and create an energy source from waste that is not obtainable from
composting.
For AD projects, the sale of RNG can offset a portion of the capital and operating costs.
The models developed in GHD’s report assume RNG would be sold rather than used for
self consumption (powering fleet, heating buildings, etc) because that will produce the
most revenue. There are three main options related to the use of RNG created by an
AD project:
•
•
•

A project that sells the RNG to an out-of-province utility would contribute to the
global climate emergency but not achieve localized target reductions.
A project that sells the RNG to an in-province utility would contribute to the
community targets and the global climate emergency.
A project that uses the RNG on site or within the municipality which the facility is
located would reduce corporately reported greenhouse gas emissions and
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contribute to the global climate emergency. However the additional corporate
benefits would come at a cost due to the loss of RNG as a revenue source.
In support of the City and County’s Energy and GHG reduction targets this memo
recommends that only technology options that produce renewable energy be
carried forward to the RFP stage. This would eliminate composting only solutions,
although composting could be part of a larger project that also produces energy.
Odour Control: Members of the EWSWA Board and other municipal representatives
have expressed significant concern regarding odours at the time of organics processing
and through land application of the end product.
Odour is a major concern for any organics process, regardless of the technology.
Odours may occur through transportation and collection, pre-processing and tipping of
waste, through the processing, packaging and end product application. Efforts must be
made to address odours across the entire life cycle of the waste.
Composting involves the addition of air through the organic materials which can result in
additional odours if the air is not properly treated. AD does not add air to the process so
odours can be more easily contained using best industry standards.
There are municipally owned and operated facilities that have been very successful in
containing fugitive odours (e.g. Toronto’s Disco Road facility which is located in an
urban area). It is important that minimum standards for odour mitigation be defined as
part of the procurement and that this item be placed at high priority.
Some examples of ways to mitigate odours include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimize off-site and on-site queuing of vehicles
All processing and storage occurs in enclosed buildings and tanks under negative air
pressure
Buildings are designed to prevent ingress or egress of uncontrolled air and water
All process and building air is collected and treated before discharge
Air flows through the plant from “clean” to “dirty” areas
Process air is not permitted to be used for building air
Wastes are normally processed the same day they are received
Fast acting overhead doors
All doors remain closed when not in use
Two layers of containment between waste process and storage areas and the outside
Daily monitoring for odour at property line
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•
•

Maintain minimum air flows or air changes within buildings to ensure fresh air is being
circulated
Build in standards for end use of digestate/compost produced

The recommendations of this report place an emphasis on pursuing odour control
standards for a new build in excess of minimum industry standards. This can be
evaluated as part of the procurement process.
Schedule and Timing Risks: The OPPS requires that diversion targets be met by the
year 2025 which this group has interpreted to mean the new processing facility must be
built, commissioned and ready to accept feedstock from any curbside collection or
depot programs by the end of 2025.
The GHD report notes that a new owned facility may not be realistically completed by
the end of 2025. At this time there are no orders or fines associated with failure to meet
the 2025 deadline, however municipalities could be required to provide reporting to
prove consistency and compliance with the OPPS direction. It may be necessary to
pursue a service contract to bridge the time between the obligation deadline in
the OPPS and the start of operations of the new facility.
There will likely be planning and environmental approvals required for the construction
of any new facility, the impacts of which may not be fully understood until the site is
known. It may be advisable to initiate the approvals processes for the two preferred
municipally owned sites (lands adjacent to the regional landfill in Essex and WBPF in
Windsor) with the resulting risk that costs may be incurred on a site or sites that are not
used for the project.
The planning process prior to procurement will be a lengthy one which may include
environmental and land approvals in addition to the time it will take to assemble a
detailed scope document for procurement. It is not anticipated that a procurement
document will be ready for release prior to the OPPS amendments and guidance
document release. It is important to continue to work closely with the MECP as the
project progresses to ensure the project is supported by the MECP and the guidance
document as it is developed. This link has been established and will be maintained.
The recommendations of this report are that the planning and procurement
phases of the project be initiated, while maintaining regular consultation with the
MECP.
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The expected timeline for next steps is summarized below:
•
•

•

July 6, 2021 – EWSWA Board to provide direction for the project based on the
recommendations of this report
July - September, 2021 – The 7 County municipalities report to their respective
Councils for direction on whether or not they will participate in the regional
solution in the initial phase of operations
September 30, 2021 – Deadline for municipalities to opt into the Regional Food
and Organics project at the onset of the project

Recommendations:
1. That the Food and Organic Waste Management Oversight Committee BE
DIRECTED to proceed with a procurement plan for construction of a new Food
and Organics Waste Processing Facility (“the Facility”) with the following
minimum criteria:
a. That the Facility BE LOCATED:
i. on lands adjacent to the Regional Landfill, or
ii. on lands adjacent to the Windsor Biosolids Processing Facility, or
iii. at a site supplied by a proponent through the procurement
submissions, and;
b. That, consistent with the intent of the City of Windsor Community and
Corporate Energy Plans and the Essex County Regional Energy Plan, that
the Facility BE DESIGNED using a technology that produces renewable
energy with concurrent recovery of nutrients, in addition to helping
municipalities towards their greenhouse gas reduction goals and to meet
or exceed waste diversion targets set out in the Organics Provincial Policy
Statement, and;
c. That the Facility BE DESIGNED to accept, at a minimum, source
separated organics from Windsor and the participating municipalities
(confirmed by September 30th, 2021), through a curbside collection
program “, and;
d. That if the Facility is located at the Windsor Biosolids Processing Facility,
biosolids from the City of Windsor’s wastewater treatment facilities BE
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INCLUDED in the minimum feedstock, with the costs and revenues
related to the processing of the biosolids portion of the feedstock being
apportioned to the City of Windsor, and;
e. That industry standards BE EXCEEDED regarding odour control at the
facility and the end product, and;
2. That the 7 County municipalities BE REQUESTED to report to each of their
respective Councils by September 30, 2021 for direction on whether those
municipalities will participate in the Regional Food and Organics Waste
Management program at its onset and to what degree, based on the
recommendations of the Oversight Committee and endorsed by the EWSWA
Board (attached as Schedule “A”), and;
3. That the Food and Organics Waste Oversight Committee BE DIRECTED to
report back to the EWSWA Board with a recommended Procurement Plan
outlining project delivery model selection, timing and next steps, and;
4. That the Food and Organics Waste Oversight Committee BE DIRECTED to
pursue planning and environmental approvals for the municipally owned sites
adjacent to the regional landfill in the County of Essex and the Windsor Biosolids
Processing Facility in the City of Windsor, and;
5. That, prior to any contract award for design and construction of the Facility, the
General Manager of EWSWA BE DIRECTED to report back to the EWSWA
Board with a Regional Food and Organics Waste Management Plan, such plan
to include the proposed funding model including sharing of expenses, revenues
and environmental credits and responsibilities of all parties related to the Facility
and the food and organic waste collection system.
Submitted By
Stacey McGuire, P.Eng., Project Administrator
Tracey Beadow, P.Eng., Project Administrator
City of Windsor
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Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority
Administrative Report
May 25, 2021
To:

The Chair and Board of the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority

From:

Catharine Copot-Nepszy, Manager of Waste Diversion

Meeting Date:

Tuesday, June 01, 2021

Subject:

Update on Annual EWSWA Outreach Activities

Purpose
To provide an update to the board on annual EWSWA outreach activities in Essex-Windsor.
Background
Annually, the EWSWA participates in key initiatives like Earth Day, Children’s Waterfest, etc. to
give residents strategies that will enhance their waste diversion efforts and live more
environmentally friendly lifestyles.
Discussion
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the EWSWA has been looking at other ways to reach
residents as the events that EWSWA typically participates in have been cancelled (i.e., Annual
Truckload Sale, Children’s Waterfest).
Recycling Recharge Campaign
Late winter 2021, the EWSWA began their second annual campaign. This year the theme
“Recycling Recharge” was created to help address common issues that were noted with Blue
Box collection. Set-out by 6 a.m., keeping blue and red box items separated, and the “Size
Right” of cardboard so that is it no larger than 30” x 30” were the three highlighted areas of this
campaign. It reached residents through a postcard mailout, local radio, social media ads,
EWSWA.org and an updated OOPS sticker. In the coming months, collector vehicles will also
be dressed with the same messaging for continued messaging in the community.
Virtual Earth Day 2021
In order to celebrate Earth Day in 2021, the Earth Day Committee (comprised of EWSWA, City
of Windsor, and ERCA staff) decided to use the GooseChase app to present our first ‘virtual’
Earth Day Scavenger Hunt. GooseChase combines the ‘tried and true scavenger hunt’ with the
latest in smartphone technology to create fun, interesting and user-friendly missions. These
missions were specifically designed to be completed on a smart phone from the home,
backyard, or a local park, which was extremely important as Windsor/Essex County was under
Page 1 of 3
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a provincial ‘Stay-At-Home’ order due to the pandemic. The response from the community and
our partners was beyond our expectations and the final results were very impressive: 73
Environmental Missions (EWSWA had 14 missions), 574 on-line participants, and 3,996
submissions (from completed missions).
The GooseChase app also gathered participant feedback which was very positive and
revealed that this virtual experience was successful to also connect people to EWSWA
resources (e.g., Water Bottle Wally video, social media, Recycle Coach). This event also
gained some media coverage from WindsorStar.com, Toronto.com, and Windsorite.ca
Spring Earth Day Sale
This past April, a by appointment, the EWSWA inventory sale was scheduled to support Earth
Day. Unfortunately, this sale was cancelled the week before the event, as a result of Ontario’s
Covid-19 lockdown order. This event will be rescheduled once provincial parameters around
Covid-19 change.
More EWSWA Outreach
This June, mass engagement will also occur through the annual mail-out of Enviro Tips to
households across Essex-Windsor as it is a key communication strategy for the EWSWA.
Finally, as electronic communication is the norm under current conditions, the EWSWA is
actively engaging with residents through social media, Recycle Coach app, ewswa.org, etc. To
enhance this reach, the EWSWA is looking to publish a series of short educational videos that
will be valuable resources for teachers, community groups, businesses, and residents.
Recommendation
That the Board receive the report as information.
Submitted By

Catharine Copot-Nepszy, Manager of Waste Diversion
Attachment
•
•

Recycle Recharge
Virtual Earth Day
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Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority
Administrative Report
May 20, 2021
To:

The Chair and Board of the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority

From:

Tom Marentette, Manager of Waste Disposal

Meeting Date:

Tuesday, June 01, 2021

Subject:

Tender Award for the Cleaning and Flushing of Landfill Leachate Systems

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to advise the Board of the tender results for the Cleaning and
Flushing of the Leachate Collection Systems at the Regional Landfill, Landfill #2 and Landfill
#3 and to recommend that the contract be awarded to Hurricane SMS Inc.
Discussion
On May 6, 2021, the Authority issued a tender for the Provision of Equipment, Materials and
Labour for the Cleaning and Flushing of the Leachate Collection Systems at Essex-Windsor
Solid Waste Authority Sites.
Under the three existing Landfill Environmental Compliance Approvals, the Authority is
required to clean and flush the leachate collection systems at least every 2 years. To this end,
Administration called a tender to solicit prices to carry out the necessary work.
The above noted tender was emailed to a list of contractors, advertised in the Windsor Star,
posted with the Windsor Construction Association and the Lambton Area Builders Exchange
and was posted on the EWSWA website as well as with www.biddingo.com, www.merx.com
and bidsandtenders.com. The tender closed on Thursday May 20, 2021. Due to Covid-19, a
public tender opening was not held. Bids were emailed to the Executive Secretary for the
Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority and two (2) submissions were received as follows:
Contractor

Price (excludes 13% HST)

Hurricane SMS Inc. (Essex, Ont.)

$75,500

Wessuc Inc. (Brantford, Ont.)

$280,867.43
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Administration recommends that the tender be awarded to Hurricane SMS Inc. Hurricane
SMS Inc. completed this contract work two years ago for the Authority at the cost of $72,000.
Therefore, Administration is confident in the work of this contractor and the bid price received.
Budget Implications
The 2021 budget included an amount of $121,000 for Cleaning and Flushing of Landfill
Leachate Systems at all 3 sites.
Recommendation
That the tender price of $75,500 excluding HST, submitted by Hurricane SMS Inc. for the
Cleaning and Flushing of Leachate Collection Systems be accepted by the Authority; and, that
the Board authorize the execution of an agreement between the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste
Authority and Hurricane SMS Inc. to this regard.
Submitted By

Tom Marentette, P. Eng., Manager of Waste Disposal
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Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority
By-Law Number 10-2021
Being a By-Law to Authorize the Execution of an Agreement
between the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority and
Hurricane SMS Inc. for the Provision of Equipment, Materials and
Labour for the Cleaning and Flushing of the Leachate Collection
Systems at Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority Facilities
Whereas the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority has approved entering into an Agreement with
Hurricane SMS Inc. for the Provision of Equipment, Materials and Labour for the Cleaning and Flushing
of the Leachate Collection Systems at Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority Facilities.
Now Therefore the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority enacts as follows:
1. THAT EWSWA hereby approves a contract with Hurricane SMS Inc. upon and subject to the terms,
covenants and conditions contained in the Agreement.
THIS By-Law shall take effect upon the final passing thereof.
ESSEX-WINDSOR SOLID WASTE AUTHORITY
___________________________
Aldo DiCarlo
EWSWA Board Chair
___________________________
Michelle Bishop
General Manager
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed this 1st Day
of June, 2021.
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Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority
By-Law Number 11-2021
Being a By-law to Confirm the Proceedings of the Meeting of the
Board of the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority.
WHEREAS by Agreement dated 18 May 1994, made between the Corporation of the County of
Essex and the Corporation of the City of Windsor, the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste Authority (The
Authority) was created as a joint board of management pursuant to Sections 207.5 and 209.19 of
the Municipal Act, RSO 1990, Chapter M.45 and;
WHEREAS Subsection 5.(3) of the Municipal Act, RSO 2001, Chapter 25, provides that the powers
of a municipality shall be exercised by By-Law and;
WHEREAS Section 1 of the Municipal Act RSO 1990, Chapter M 46 defines a municipality as
including a board, commission or other local authority exercising any power with respect to
municipal affairs or purposes and;
WHEREAS it is deemed expedient that the proceedings of the Authority at this meeting be
confirmed and adopted by By-Law
NOW THEREFORE the members of the Authority enact as follows:
1) The action of the members of the Authority in respect to each recommendation contained in the
Report/Reports of the Committees and each motion and resolution passed and other action
taken by the members of the Authority at this meeting is hereby adopted and confirmed as if all
such proceedings were expressly set out in this by-law.
2) The Chair and the proper officials of the Authority are hereby authorized and directed to do all
things necessary to give effect to the action of the members of the Authority referred to in the
preceding section hereof.
3) The Chair and the General Manager of the Authority are authorized and directed to execute all
documents necessary in that behalf.
ESSEX-WINDSOR SOLID WASTE AUTHORITY

Aldo DiCarlo
EWSWA Board Chair

Michelle Bishop
General Manager
Read a First, Second and Third Time, Enacted and Passed This 1st Day
of June, 2021.
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